We present simulations of large-scale landscape evolution on tectonic time scales obtained from a new numerical model which allows for arbitrary spatial discretization. The new method makes use of eÃcient algorithms from the field of computational geometry to compute the set of natural neighbours of any irregular distribution of points in a plane. The natural neighbours are used to solve geomorphic equations that include erosion/deposition by channelled flow and diÂusion. The algorithm has great geometrical flexibility, which makes it possible to solve problems involving complex boundaries, radially symmetrical uplift functions and horizontal tectonic transport across strike-slip faults. The algorithm is also ideally suited for problems which require large variations in spatial discretization and/or self-adaptive meshing. We present a number of examples to illustrate the power of the new approach and its advantages over more 'classical' models based on regular (rectangular) discretization. We also demonstrate that the synthetic river networks and landscapes generated by the model obey the laws of network composition and have scaling properties similar to those of natural landscapes. Finally we explain how orographically controlled precipitation and flexural isostasy may be easily incorporated in the model without sacrificing eÃciency.
IN TRO DU CTION
thousands, to hundreds of millions of years (Willgoose et al., 1991; Beaumont et al., 1992; Chase, 1992 ; Howard Many observations of the rate of tectonic processes come from the field of geothermochronometry in which the et al., 1994). However, because geomorphic processes act on time scales of the order of 10 to 100 years, numerical evolution of isotopic systems is used as a proxy for the thermal history of rocks transported towards the surface simulations of landscape evolution require a very fine temporal discretization or, in other words, a large number (Hurford, 1986; Gleadow & Fitzgerald, 1987) . It is sometimes overlooked however that rock cooling is not of small time steps. Similarly, geomorphic and tectonic processes also act on very diÂerent length scales, which only the result of tectonic uplift but also of surface erosion. Therefore, a correct interpretation of thermal means that geomorphic models require a very fine spatial discretization. It is for these reasons that most numerical histories, derived from isotopic data, requires a good understanding of the tectonic and erosional history of a models of landscape evolution are based on a regular spatial discretization of the landscape. Indeed, it is usually given crustal terrain involved in an orogenic event (Brown, 1991; Brown et al., 1994) .
thought that the level of eÃciency required to solve large-scale geomorphic problems can only be attained if Recent work ( Jamieson & Beaumont, 1988; Koons, 1989; Beaumont et al., 1992) has also shown that mass a regular rectangular numerical grid is used (Willgoose et al., 1991; Kooi & Beaumont, 1994) . redistribution at the surface of the Earth by erosion and deposition plays an important role in determining not
In this paper, we show that concepts from the field of computational geometry may be used to develop an only the shape of landscapes but also the large-scale morphology of compressional orogenic belts. Mountain eÃcient algorithm to solve complex geomorphic problems on large irregular meshes (i.e. of the order of 10 000 building is the result of a balance (or imbalance) between tectonic uplift and surface erosion ( Jamieson & nodes or more). It is not our aim to develop new 'geomorphic equations' or rules but instead to present a Beaumont, 1988; Willett et al., 1993) .
For these reasons, it is no surprise that much work new method that may be used to modify any existing geomorphic model based on a regular spatial has been recently devoted to the modelling of landscape discretization, into one that allows for an irregular spatial over an interval of time Dt there is no local change in sediment load (∂Q/∂t=0), we may write discretization.
First we describe a 'simple' linear geomorphic model (similar to the one presented in Kooi & Beaumont, 1994) dQ dt = ∂Q ∂t +v s ∂Q ∂l =v s ∂Q ∂l (3) and show how it can be adapted to work eÃciently on an unstructured numerical grid. We present a series of where v S is the advection velocity of sediment down the numerical experiments to illustrate the eÃciency and river. The local change in topography may therefore be flexibility of the new approach. The results are analysed expressed as by performing a series of statistical tests on the river network and topography created by the simulations. We
(4) also compare our results with those obtained from 'conventional' models, based on a regular discretization of where L e,d (=v
) is a length scale characterizing the landscape. In the final sections, we demonstrate the erosion/deposition processes. great advantages of using an irregular spatial discretizLocally, two situations must be considered: ation to model landscape evolution, and how oro-1 if Q>Qe, deposition takes place and the local change graphically controlled precipitation and flexural isostasy of height is given by may be incorporated into the model.
A SI MP LE G E OM ORP H IC MO DE L
where L d is the length scale for deposition; As in many geomorphic models (Beaumont et al., 1992;  2 if Q<Qe, erosion takes place and the local change of Chase, 1992) , it is assumed here that large-scale landscape height is given by evolution on tectonic time scales is controlled by two types of processes: 'short-range' hillslope processes ∂h ∂t = Q−Qe L e (6) (including weathering, slope wash, mass wasting and soil creep) and 'long-range' channelled water flow (by removal of material into suspended and bed load). Other prowhere L e is the length scale for erosion, which we assume cesses, such as glacier erosion, are neglected.
to be much larger for bedrock (L e,b ) than for previously In this paper, hillslope processes will be modelled as deposited sediments (or alluvions) (L e,a ). a simple linear diÂusion problem in which the rate of change of landscape topography is proportional to the
IM PL EM ENTATI ON ON A N
second spatial derivative of topography:
IRR EG ULAR/ EVO LVING GR ID
Equations (1-6) describe the geomorphic processes included in the model; their numerical implementation This simplified approach is identical to that of is, however, nontrivial. The landscape h(x,y) has to be Willgoose et al. (1991a-c) , Howard et al. (1994) , Kooi & discretized at a finite number of nodes, h i =h(x i ,y i ). In Beaumont (1994) and Tucker & Slingerland (1994) .
all geomorphic numerical models to date, the nodes have Erosion and deposition by channelled flow is driven been chosen to be at the corners of a regular square grid. by precipitation, leading to the formation of streams on In this way, quantities needed to solve the geomorphic the landscape and reaction between the streams and the equations (such as distance between nodes, surface area substratum at the water/bed interface. From the local around a node, slope and curvature of the topographic slope and water discharge per unit width one may surface at the nodes) are easily computed. compute a channel carrying capacity (Beaumont et al.,
We have developed a method based on concepts taken 1992; Kooi & Beaumont, 1994) . This is then compared from the field of computational geometry that allows for to the sediment flux, Q (which includes suspended and the first time to solve the geomorphic equations on bed loads), resulting from upstream erosion. We assume unstructured (nonrectangular) grids. In section 5, we will here that the river network is not forced to carry at demonstrate the considerable advantages of using capacity; in other words, there is a potential disequilibunstructured grids. rium between the carrying capacity and the sediment load. The system is assumed to evolve towards equilib-
Delaunay triangulation
rium at a rate proportional to the disequilibrium (Kooi & Beaumont, 1994) . Therefore, along a given river, the The first step in our procedure is to connect the nodes sediment load changes according to discretizing the landscape with a triangulation. We use the Delaunay triangulation (Voronoi, 1908 ; Delaunay,
1934). The Delaunay triangulation may be defined as the one for which the circles passing through the three vertices of each triangle do not contain any other node where t e,d
is a characteristic reaction time. Assuming that (cf. Fig. A1 ). For nodes in arbitrary position, the is also given a surface area, S i , defined as the surface area of its Voronoi cell. To calculate the surface area of Delaunay triangulation is unique and has the useful property of minimizing the maximum internal angle. In Voronoi cells, we have adapted the recurrence relationship derived by Lasserre (1983) to compute the volume of other words, the Delaunay triangulation of an irregularly distributed collection of nodes is the one that produces, convex polytopes in any number of dimensions. on average, the least long and flat, or least tall and thin, triangles.
Channel transport equations
In the Delaunay triangulation, each node is connected
The channel transport equations (5 and 6) may be to a set of neighbours called the 'natural neighbours'. discretized in the following manner. Firstly, for each Each pair of natural neighbours also have adjacent node i, add to the local discharge, q i ,the contribution Voronoi cells. The Voronoi cell about a node is the region from net precipitation onto the surface S i : of the plane that is closest to the node. It may be regarded as the 'neighbourhood' of the node. q i =q i +v i S i Dt (7) EÃcient methods have been devised to compute the where v i is the net precipitation rate which may vary Delaunay triangulation and its dual Voronoi diagram for across the grid and Dt is the time step. In most cases, any irregular distribution of nodes in the plane (for net precipitation will be assumed constant over the grid; example, Fortune, 1987; Barber et al., 1993) . In our we show in section 6.2 how the model can be easily calculations, we use a method derived from the 'edgemodified to include orographically controlled precipiflipping' algorithm (see Fortune, 1992 ). This method is tation. Secondly, compute the carrying capacity, Qe, from very eÃcient at updating a Delaunay triangulation that has been perturbed by (a) the addition of a node to the Qe=k
where k R is a constant. This linear relationship between the nodes in the plane (see Appendix A). For a more carrying capacity, slope and discharge is appropriate to complete description of methods and theory of Delaunay model erosion/deposition by channelled flow on time triangulations, the reader is referred to Sambridge et al.
scales (Dt) larger than the recurrence time of maximum (1995) .
size floods (Kooi & Beaumont, 1994) . Thirdly, compare the sediment flux Q i to the carrying capacity Qe to decide
Diffusion equation
whether the river is depositing or eroding. If Q i >Qe, deposition takes place and the height of node i is updated To solve the diÂusion equation (Eq. 1), we use a simple from finite element algorithm in which the Delaunay triangles are linear three-node elements (Zienkiewicz, 1977 ). An implicit time integration scheme is used (Belytschko , 1983) and the resulting large algebraic system of equations is solved iteratively using a Gauss-Siedel algorand the sediment load is set to the carrying capacity: ithm with over-relaxation (Bathe, 1982) .
implying that the length scale for deposition, L d , is much
Channel network
smaller than any characteristic channel length, L i . In As pointed out by Chase (1992) and Beaumont et al.
other words, this also implies that, in our model, streams (1992), there is no need to distinguish between hillslope never carry more load than their carrying capacity. If and channel elements of the landscape in models with Q i <Qe, erosion takes place and the height of node i is spatial resolution of the order of 1 km. The same spatial updated from discretization is therefore used for diÂusion and channelled erosion/deposition.
The most diÃcult part of solving the geomorphic equations is to compute the channel network among the where h i 0 is the local height of the bedrock-sediment irregularly spaced nodes and calculate mass transport interface and down the network.
The network is constructed by connecting every node
to its lowest natural neighbour, which we shall call its 'receiver' in the network; we shall also call 'providers' of Finally, the sediment load is adjusted from node i all the nodes that have i as a receiver. Every link in the network is also given (a) a characteristic channel
length, L i , defined as the distance between the receiver and the provider, and (b) a characteristic channel slope, s i , defined as the height diÂerence between the receiver and the discharge and sediment load are passed to the receiver node of node i. and the provider divided by the link length. Every node There is no loss of water in the local minima. One may 3.5 Ordering of the nodes also define 'lake nodes' as the nodes that are below the sill node of their catchment. Although we recognize that The operations described in Eqs (7) to (13) have to be more sophisticated approaches to model sediment transperformed at every time step for every node i. It is port in a lacustrine environment are possible, we have therefore necessary to go through the nodes in a suitable assumed here that no mass transport is allowed between order so that when the height of node i is updated, all lake nodes. Finally, one may define the drainage area of the nodes upstream of i have already been updated and each catchment as the sum of the Voronoi cells of the their contributions to the discharge and sediment load nodes contained in the catchment. have been computed. In most existing geomorphic models (Kooi & Beaumont, 1994; Tucker & Slingerland, 1994) , the proper ordering is achieved by ordering all the nodes 4 E XAMP LE S from the highest to the lowest. This requires a complete 4.1 An example of landscape evolution on ordering of all nodes at every time step. In fact, a global an unstructured mesh ordering is not necessary; ordering of the nodes at the catchment level is suÃcient. Our algorithm, which we To demonstrate the eÃciency and properties of the geocalled the 'cascade algorithm', proceeds as follows: morphic model, we have performed a series of tests which (1) give to all the nodes a 'parcel' of water; all share the following characteristics: an L×L region (2) nodes that have a parcel give it to their receiver node; (L=100 km) experiences a 1-km (u 0 ) uplift in 100 000 (3) nodes that do not have a parcel are put on a stack years. The uplift function, u(x,y) is constant in the x-(in any order); direction and has a trapezoidal shape in the y-direction: (4) if there is any node left with a parcel of water goto (2) otherwise exit.
On exit the order of the nodes in the stack is adequate to perform the network operations for channelled flow u(x,y)= 
Local minima
bottom (south) boundaries are forced to remain at a constant zero elevation (base level), whereas the side (east The cascade algorithm has a few by-products: it identifies and west) boundaries are reflective boundaries (zero flux all the local minima in the landscape because they are boundary condition). A white noise topography of 1 cm the only nodes that have themselves as receivers. Each amplitude is added to the model topography at time step local minimum defines a catchment which can be 'named' 0. Apart from the tectonic uplift function, all model after the node number of its minimum. By altering the parameters have uniform values in space and time (see cascade algorithm slightly we can determine to which Table 1 ). The numerical grid made of 10 000 nodes is catchment each node belongs. The procedure is as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The irregular mesh of uniform node follows: density was computed by perturbating the location of (1) associate each node, i, with an initial location, loc(i )= each node of a 100×100 rectangular mesh by a random i, and initialize the catchment names, ncat(i )=0; amount in the x-and y-directions. The solution after 1 (2) for all nodes i that do not have a catchment name, Myr (10 000 time steps of 100 years) is displayed as a i.e. ncat(i )=0, update the locations using loc(i )=nre-contour plot of height above sea-level, the computed c(loc(i)) where nrec(i) is the receiver node of node i; river network and catchment areas (Fig. 1b) . The CPU (3) if the updated location is the same as the old location, time taken on several workstations is shown in Table 2 . we have reached a minimum and ncat(i)=loc(i ); (4) if there is any node for which ncat(i )=0 goto (2) otherwise exit.
Statistical properties of synthetic
Once we know to which catchment each node belongs, landscapes we may design an algorithm to find the receiver nodes
The solution obtained from the numerical simulation of local minima. Note that catchments that touch the produces topography and drainage patterns remarkably base level (the exit boundary of the model) do not have to be considered. For all other catchments, our algorithm finds the lowest point within the catchment that has a natural neighbour in another catchment and defines it as segments of order i join, the resulting segment is of order i+1; where two segments of unequal order join, the order of the resulting segment is equal to that of the similar to natural topographic surfaces. For comparison higher order segment. Using this classification rule, we show in Fig. 2 a contour map of topography derived Horton (1945) showed that most natural networks obey from a digital elevation map of the Snowy Mountains in the 'law of stream number': south-eastern Australia. The natural landscape is made N i $a 1 e−b 1 i (15) of an elevated central ridge from which a system of NNW-SSE-trending rivers flow towards the coastal areas where N i is the number of streams of order i, and the to the south and the lowlands to the north. It is not a 'law of stream lengths': simple matter, however, to compare natural and synthetic landscapes. We have therefore opted to perform a series L 9 i $a 2 eb 2 i (16) of 'tests' to describe the various synthetic landscapes produced by our new method and to investigate more where L i is the average length of streams of order i. Schumm (1956) added the 'law of drainage areas': 'major catchments' those that have a normalized surface area greater than 10−1.2. There are nine major catchments
in the synthetic landscape which corresponds to approximately one every 22 km along the escarpment. where A i is the average drainage area of streams of order i. The b i are constants that have relatively narrow ranges: Natural topographic surfaces possess some interesting scaling properties. A two-dimensional dataset is said to 1≤b 1 ≤1.6, 0.4≤b 2 ≤1.25 and 1≤b 3 ≤1.8. Furthermore, Tarboton et al. (1988) have shown that river networks be self-aÃne if it 'looks the same represented at any horizontal scale'. Most natural landscapes are self-aÃne are space filling with fractal dimension near 2. The fractal dimension of a river network, D n , may be directly (Mandelbrot, 1982; Huang & Turcotte, 1989; Chase, 1992) . A measure of the scaling character of a topographic obtained from the constants b 1 and b 2 (Tarboton et al.,
landscape may be obtained from constructing its variogram, Dh(l), defined as the variance of its elevation as a function of horizontal distance, l (Chase, 1992):
It is reassuring to notice that the synthetic drainage where the side brackets indicate averaging over the network satisfies the laws of Horton and Schumm landscape h(x). For a self-aÃne surface, characterized by although, as a result of the finite size of the synthetic a single fractal dimension D, the following relationship landscape, the law of stream lengths is only obeyed for holds: low-order streams. The computed network fractal dimension is 2.06, very close to the theoretical value of 2, Dh(l)=G l (3−D)/2 (20) suggesting that the drainage network resulting from the computations is indeed space-filling. It must be stressed, where G is a constant that represents the average height variability at unit length scale. however, that Horton's and Schumm's laws describe the network as a static feature and do not put any constraint Natural topography has a fractal dimension of 2.1-2.7 over a large range of length scales (Mandelbrot, 1982) . on its time evolution and/or that of the landscape. Furthermore, as pointed out by Kirchner (1993) , many A high fractal dimension represents topography that is uncorrelated at all length scales whereas a low fractal networks (natural or not) obey the laws of network composition.
dimension represents a topography that is correlated at short wavelengths and less so at long wavelengths. The The synthetic network may also be described in terms of the distribution of catchment drainage areas.
natural landscape shown in Fig. 2 has a fractal dimension of 2.45. Figure 4 shows a series of variograms derived from our synthetic landscapes. Table 3 gives the values of the drainage area scaled by the total surface area of the landscape. For practical purposes, we shall define as fractal dimension, D, and variability, G, obtained by Table 3 . Note that each point of the variograms is an average height diÂerence at a given length scale obtained from a very large sample (10 000 by 10 000 points). For comparison, the variogram derived from the digital terrain map of the Snowy Mountains (Fig. 2) is also shown. least-square fit of the variograms. The fractal dimensions Mountains (Fig. 2) , and the variability at unit lengthscale is 177 m. The strong curvature of the variogram at short (<10 km) and long (>10 km) wavelengths have also been computed. The fractal dimension of the synimplies that the synthetic landscape, like most natural landscapes (Mandelbrot, 1989) , is in fact multifractal. At thetic topography produced in experiment 1 is 2.47, remarkably similar to the value derived for the Snowy short wavelength, the fractal dimension is 2.19 and at long wavelengths, it is 2.63. As suggested by Chase landscape. This will be demonstrated in section 4.5. The value of G is determined by the value of the variogram (1992), the multifractal behaviour of the synthetic landscape results from the balance between diÂusive processes at l=100 km which is imposed by the shape of the tectonic uplift function. and river transport in determining the evolution of the Fig. 6 . Experiment 2. Reduced nodal density (2500 nodes). Topographic surface, drainage network and catchment geometry obtained after 10 000 time steps. decreases accordingly. In the latest stages of the experi-4.3 Time evolution of downstream profiles ment, the very steep section of the river is finally eroded by diÂusive processes. It is diÃcult to follow the evolution of one stream with time as the stream network evolves from one time step Note that, in this experiment in which tectonic uplift ceased after 100 000 years, the system cannot tend to the next. Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the downstream profile of a river originating at location towards a balance between erosion/deposition and tectonic uplift, and the landscape will ultimately evolve [90 km, 40 km] measured from the bottom left corner of the numerical grid. The downstream profiles are shown towards a 'zero-relief ' peneplain. Graded river profiles are therefore local, transient features. every 1000 time steps from time step 3000 to time step 10 000. The geometry of the river originating at [90 km, 40 km] was very diÂerent before time step 3000 and 4.4 Effect of grid size therefore is not directly comparable.
The first thing to notice is that most parts of the river Figure 6 shows the results of experiment 2, which is identical to experiment 1 except for a reduced nodal profiles are concave upwards as observed in many mature river systems (Knighton, 1984) . The convex segment density in the numerical grid (set to 2500 nodes). The particular features of the solution after 10 000 time steps near the head of the river at time steps 3000, 4000 and 5000 is the equivalent of a convexity developing near a are obviously quite diÂerent from those in Fig. 1(b) ; however, the statistical properties of the river network so-called 'rejuvenated head ' ( Jones, 1924) . The time evolution is characterized by a steepening of the ( Fig. 7a-c) and the size distribution of catchment drainage areas (Fig. 7d) are remarkably similar. The three laws upper section of the river near the head, a retreat of the head towards the source of the river and a shallowing of of drainage network composition are respected, regardless of the grid resolution; the drainage network fractal the slope in the lower section of the river.
The evolution of the downstream profile may also be dimension is 1.98 (compared with 2.06 for experiment 1); the density of major catchments is also independent of regarded as a progressive 'grading' of the river (Mackin, 1948) . The highest section of the river (near the centre the grid resolution (eight major catchments). The fractal dimension of topography (Table 1) is 2.49 (compared of the plateau) may be regarded as a drainage divide which experiences little river erosion. The lower section with 2.47 for experiment 1) and the variability at unit length scale is 183 m (compared with 177 m for experiis the first to reach a 'near-equilibrium slope' (or graded profile) that is adequate to carry the load coming from ment 1). More interestingly perhaps is the fact that the total mass flux through the sides of the system, as a erosion upstream. Because of the assumed high strength of the substratum (L e #L), the sediment load remains function of time since initial uplift, diÂers by less than 2% (Fig. 8) . relatively small and the graded section of the river near the base level develops a small slope to provide a relatively low carrying capacity. As time goes on, incision continues 4.5 Diffusion by propagation of the head of the river towards the centre of the plateau. With time, the sediment load
In the third experiment, the diÂusion constant in Eq.
(1) was set to zero, which is equivalent to assuming a very originating from the 'ungraded' sections of the river decreases and the slope of the lower section of the river thin regolith and/or sediment cover or that the landscape is directly carved into resistant bedrock. The main confirmed by the results of experiment 4, in which the diÂusion constant in Eq. (1) was increased by a factor of diÂerence with the two previous experiments is the size of the catchments predicted by the model: two large 10 with respect to experiment 1; the resulting landscape and drainage pattern are shown in Fig. 9 (b). The stream catchments form which drain most of the uplifted area (Fig. 9a) . The valleys are very narrow (one or two grid density along the escarpments is very low. The valleys are wide and their walls are concave downwards. The spacings wide) and the valley walls are nearly vertical, even for the two rivers with very large catchments. This fractal dimension of the topography is very low (2.18) and the variogram has a very strong curvature indicating is rather diÂerent from the results of experiment 1 (Fig. 1b) in which, on average, the valleys are wide and a strong multifractal character. This results from the strong lengthscale dependence (#1/L2) of diÂusional the valley walls are convex. This combination of long and narrow river valleys and large catchment areas is processes. very similar to the Coxs, Kowmung and Wollondilly rivers in the Australian Blue Mountains which meander
ADVAN TAG ES O F AN IR RE GU LAR / through the resistant Triassic Hawkesbury Sandstone of
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the Sydney Basin cutting long, steep and narrow valleys (Fig. 10) . The 'mouth' of this large river system (now The main purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the advantages of using an irregular grid to perform the Warragamba Dam) as it enters the coastal plains near Sydney's western suburbs remains suprisingly narrow in computations required in a 'generic' geomorphic model. In this section we review and illustrate those advantages. view of the large area of total drainage (Fig. 10) .
In experiment 3, the fractal dimension of the topography is high at 2.63 and the variogram (Fig. 4) is linear
Artificial symmetry introduced by
at all wavelengths. This behaviour is consistent with the regular grids conclusions of Chase (1992) that the multifractal character of landscapes is a measure of the importance of diÂusional Figure 11 shows the results of a model simulation identical to the one presented in section 4.1. (Fig. 1 ) but processes in shaping the landscape. This is further Fig. 10 . Contour map of topography in the Blue Mountains region of eastern Australia. The lake (black area) in the centre of the image is Lake Burragorang into which flow the Kedumba, Coxs, Kowmung, Wollondilly and Nattai rivers. This very large catchment area is drained through the very narrow 'Warragamba Walls' marking the eastern boundary of the Blue Mountains National Park. solved using a regular square grid of 100 ×100 nodes.
Figure 13(a) shows the distribution of river segment orientation: the size of each pie segment is proportional The resulting topography is quite similar in its large scale properties. However, because river segments can to the accumulated length of river segments striking in that direction. Most river segments strike in the NE-SW only run in four directions (N-S, E-W, NE-SW and SW-NE), the resulting channel network is strongly and NW-SE directions. This results from the dependence of the carrying capacity (and therefore incision controlled by the regular geometry of the numerical grid. This results in a significant diÂerence in the appearance rate) on both discharge and slope. On average, 'straight' rivers have greater slopes but smaller catchment areas, of the two topographies (cf. Figs 1b and 11 ). In the regular grid solution, channel segments are preferentially hence smaller discharges, than those that meander. The two competing processes lead to a balance in which the aligned along the SE-NW and SW-NE directions, in the relatively flat regions on top of the plateau, and along 'most successful' river segments are those which develop oblique to the mean slope defined by the tectonic uplift the N-S direction in the originally steeper escarpments on either side of the plateau. Despite this strong bias function (which is the N-S direction in this case). The mean river sinuosity may be defined as the mean river introduced by the regular griding, the resulting channel network satisfies all three laws of drainage network length from source to mouth, divided by the straightline distance from source to mouth. By assuming composition (Fig. 12a-c) . The values of the constants diÂer, but are certainly consistent with expected 'natural' that most river segments run in the NE-SW and NW-SE directions (Fig. 13a) , the mean sinuosity is values. The fractal dimension of the drainage network is 2.17, which is almost unrealistically large.
(sin p/4)−1 (=√2). By contrast, the distribution of river segments in Apart from the obvious geometrical bias introduced by the regular grid, the results diÂer in two substantial experiment 1 shows that, when the network is allowed to form and evolve on an irregular grid, almost all ways: firstly, the rate of mass transport through the sides of the system is underestimated by more than 7.5% in directions are equally used (Fig. 13b ). This arises from the greater freedom introduced by the irregular grid: at comparison with the solution obtained on the irregular grid (Fig. 8) and, secondly, fewer, larger catchments form every node of the mesh, a local balance between slope and discharge may be reached to maximize carrying on the regular grid (there are only five major catchments; Fig. 12d ). At this point, it is diÃcult to judge which of capacity. If all segment orientations are equally probable, the mean river sinuosity is given by the two approaches yields the 'better' solution; but, it is important to note that the two solutions are significantly p (∆p 0 sin Q dQ)−1 =p/2>√2, which implies that for a landscape of given surface area rivers will, on average, diÂerent. be longer on an irregular mesh than on a regular mesh. the channels diverge away from each other and their respective catchment areas grow bigger. Near the base This means that drainage density is greater by 11% in the rivers tend to coalesce. In contrast, the solution synthetic landscapes generated on an irregular grid.
obtained with the regular square grid (Fig. 14b) is perThere are, however, a complete family of problems fectly symmetrical. Here, an almost square dome has that are clearly best solved on an unstructured grid. An formed and a large number of straight rivers have example is problems involving radial symmetry in the developed on each of the four sides of the dome. Clearly, tectonic uplift function. Figure 14 shows the results of in this case the river pattern contains obvious artefacts two simulations which diÂer only in the geometry of the caused by the symmetry in the regular grid, and the numerical grid: one is solved on an irregular grid solution from the unstructured grid is preferable. (Fig. 14a) , the other on a regular grid (Fig. 14b) . The
The artefacts caused by the radial symmetry of the tectonic uplift function is a simple Gauss function: tectonic uplift function may be overcome by introducing a small, yet finite amplitude, irregularity in the uplift u(x,y)=u 0 exp
function. This was the approach used by Chase (1992) who added an 'eccentric crater' to an otherwise conical with radial symmetry about the centre point of the region uplift function. Nevertheless, our example illustrates an of interest (x 0 , y 0 ). The value of l is 20 km. In Fig. 14(a) , undesirable feature of erosion models which are the solution obtained with the irregular grid has a radial based on the hypothesis that streams follow the steepest symmetry in the distribution of channels and the resulting path between adjacent nodes of the numerical mesh. landscape reflects that symmetry. There exists a broadly Simulations based on an irregular spatial discretization circular dome dissected by a series of rivers originating of the landscape are superior in that they avoid this type of artefact completely. near the top of the dome. Along the slopes of the dome 
Complex geometries
Because our method allows for any irregular spatial discretization of the landscape, it may be used to solve problems with complex nonrectangular geometries and/or boundary conditions. The problem presented in the previous section is an example in which a circular boundary would have been more appropriate. Indeed, the solution clearly shows as the channels approach the sides of the square boundary (Fig. 14a) , they tend to run perpendicular to the boundaries and the radial symmetry is perturbed. As an example of the geometrical flexibility of our method, we have solved the same problem on an irregular mesh with a circular boundary (Fig. 15a) . The solution is shown in Fig. 15(b) and one can see that the radial symmetry is maintained even in the vicinity of the model boundary.
Self-adapting grids
Like many others, Howard (1994) recognized that geomorphic processes operate at a variety of scales. The spatial resolution of any geomorphic model should therefore be dictated by the smallest characteristic length scale of any of the physical processes at play in the model. Using a regular grid implies that the entire landscape be discretized at that small scale. Our irregular discretization makes it possible to vary the spatial resolution across the numerical grid. It is also possible to adapt the grid dynamically, that is one may start with a low-resolution grid which is updated between time steps to increase spatial resolution where it is required. For instance, spatial resolution may be increased around bedrock or alluvial channels and kept low in regions only experiencing diÂusive mass transport. Although it is beyond the scope of this work, one could also envisage that as the mesh evolves, one also adapts the 'rules' or equations used to represent the various physical processes. A set of rules could apply where the numerical grid is coarse, and one physical process is dominant, and another set could apply where the numerical grid is fine and another physical process is dominant.
To illustrate the use of a dynamically adapting mesh, we have solved a problem identical to experiment 1 in which the spatial discretization is initially low (2500 nodes) but is allowed to evolve in response to the local flux of material removed or deposited by channelled flow. The final solution is shown in Fig. 16 as well as the geometry of the numerical grid at time steps 1000 and 10 000. As rivers develop and remove (or deposit) material from the landscape, the grid adapts itself automatically to increase spatial resolution in regions of high erosion/ the associated channel network on one side of the fault have to be translated by an amount Du. When using a deposition rate. This is done by inserting new nodes in the numerical grid where the value of the mass flux regular 'static' mesh, this translation has to be accommodated by interpolation unless the oÂset, Du, is a multiple
of the grid spacing. To interpolate topographic data always results in a loss of short-wavelength information is larger than a critical value. Note that by inserting new points in the grid, one reduces the size of the Voronoi which could conceivably have a dramatic eÂect on the river network geometry. Alternatively, to oÂset arbitrarily cells of the neighbouring nodes, therefore preventing a 'run away' eÂect by which increased spatial resolution a region of the landscape by one grid spacing across the fault results in an instantaneous rupture of all existing would result in increased mass flux.
In general, the area of the Voronoi cell is a very useful channels across the fault. Clearly, neither of these two methods would produce satisfactory results. (inverse) measure of the local density of nodes; it may be used to define any criterion designed to change the When using an irregular grid, the oÂset across the fault may be accommodated by a large number of infinilocal spatial discretization.
The resulting channel network satisfies the laws of tesimal oÂsets or translations of one region of the grid with respect to another. In our method, after each oÂset, drainage network composition (Fig. 17) . The constants have similar values to those derived from the results of the triangulation is checked to ensure that it remains Delaunay. This is done by checking all pairs of adjacent the first example which had a constant 'high' spatial resolution (10 000 nodes). The number of major catchtriangles to determine if they are locally Delaunay. In the appendix, we give an outline of an eÃcient algorithm, ments is nine, identical to that of the first simulation. The fractal dimension of the landscape is 2.63 (compared designed to check whether an existing triangulation is Delaunay and to 'correct' it otherwise. with 2.49).
Using characteristic tectonic (oÂset) velocities of about 1-10 km Myr−1, typical grid spacings of the order of 1 km and typical time steps of the order of 100 years,
Deforming grid (due to horizontal
we obtain, on average, one pair of triangles across the tectonic movements) fault being updated every 1000 time steps. Note also that, because every node has many natural neighbours In many large-scale geomorphic models, the horizontal movement of crustal blocks across faults or shear zones but only one receiver node, many Delaunay links (or sides of Delaunay triangles) are not active channels. In is neglected. Yet, it is clear that channelled flow will be strongly aÂected by diÂerential horizontal tectonic moveshort, the use of an irregular Delaunay grid leads to minimum disruption in the channel network following ment across structures that cut across channels.
As two regions of the model landscape 'slide' by one diÂerential horizontal movement of the nodes across a fault. another across a fault, the topography field, h(x,y), and To illustrate the eÃciency of our method, we have across a dipping plane, disrupting channelled flow down the slope. The set-up we have chosen is convenient designed a simple example in which a radially symmetrical landscape is subject to diÂerential movement because the fault does not intercept the domain boundaries. The fault oÂset velocity is 10 km Myr−1. across a circular fault (Fig. 18a) . There is, to our knowledge, no natural equivalent to this situation but the The results are shown in Fig. 18 (b): many rivers are oÂset by the fault to form segments perpendicular to the problem is similar to one in which a linear fault is active hillslope. Note that the fault region has the same 'erodibility' as the rest of the landscape. However, topographic profiles in the N-S direction (Fig. 19) show that, where a stream has been 'deflected' by movement along the fault, a deep valley has formed. Therefore, in our model, faults become 'channel guides' because they disrupt channel flow and force rivers to 'bend'. There is no need to invoke 'softening' of the fault region by brecciation to cause preferential valley incision along the fault. Further work is in progress to test the sensitivity of the results to parameters such as the fault oÂset velocity, the channel incision rate (determined by the erodibility of the substratum and the net precipitation rate) and the average topographic slope across the fault.
The primary reason we are able to update dynamically the Delaunay mesh is because of the eÃciency of the algorithms used. The extra computing time required to check and if necessary update the Delaunay triangulation at every time step is only 71% of the static case (see Table 2 ). For smaller values of the eÂective elastic plate thickness 6 SOM E AP PAR ENT PR OB LEM S (Figs 20b,c and 21b,c) , the solution is drastically diÂerent.
RE SU LTIN G F ROM I RR EG U LAR
The lithosphere bends in response to loading from the SP ATI AL DISC RE TIZATIO N excess topography of the plateau with respect to the adjacent areas. The centre of the plateau experiences the 6.1. Flexural isostasy most isostatic subsidence and becomes a topographic low Because many geomorphic models are designed to address in which all the water precipitating on the plateau drains. large-scale landscape evolution problems, it is important Both escarpment tops are local drainage divides and that these models include flexural isostasy in response to therefore experience little erosion. In fact the northern erosional loading/unloading. To incorporate flexural isoescarpment top experiences uplift by flexural unloading static calculations in a model based on irregular spatial as material is eroded from the centre of the plateau and discretization is not trivial. At every time step, the change escapes through a series of channels that have developed in topography must be calculated, transformed into a across the southern escarpment. This results in a peculiar vertical load which, in turn, is applied to a thin elastic drainage pattern in which a series of large rivers develop plate.
on top of the plateau and run parallel to the escarpment In our model, we have used a spectral method to find collecting drainage from a series of secondary streams. the vertical deflection of a thin elastic plate of uniform This drainage pattern is in many aspects similar to the thickness and properties in response to vertical loading one observed along the Great Escarpment of south- (Nunn & Aires, 1988) . A simple linear interpolation is eastern Australia where several rivers such as the used to transfer load and deflection from an irregular Shoalhaven River run on top of the inland plateau parallel geomorphic grid to a regular 256 ×256 isostatic grid of to the coastal escarpment for up to several hundred much greater dimensions (1000 km by 1000 km). The kilometres before 'jumping' across the escarpment regular grid is used to perform the fast Fourier transforms (Fig. 22) . Our model results suggest that this situation is required by the spectral method. During this 'transfer', rather stable because further erosion of the elevated we need to determine the triangle of the geomorphic grid plateau by the rivers with very large catchment areas will containing each point on the regular isostatic grid. For lead to unloading and rebound of the edge of the plateau this, we use the 'walking triangle algorithm' of Lawson which will remain a drainage divide. (1977) . Full details are given in Sambridge et al. (1995) . The result is that adding the flexural isostasy calculations only increases the computing time by a factor of #50% 6.2. Orographic model (see Table 2 ).
In mountainous regions, precipitation is known to be To illustrate the importance of including the flexural orographically controlled in response to uplift and calculations we have solved a problem in which a 1-kmadiabatic decompression of moist air. In the following high plateau is bounded by two gentle escarpments, a section, we demonstrate how this feed-back eÂect of steeper one to the north (dip=5°) and a more gentle one topography into the distribution of precipitation may be to the south (dip=1°). The plateau 'grows' from sea-level included in our geomorphic model. in 1000 time steps, each of duration 100 years. The plateau Assuming a prevailing wind direction (a), one may top dips gently towards the steeper escarpment. The entire compute the net space-time integrated precipitation (or landscape is forced to respond to uplift by flexural isostasy contribution to river discharge from node i), q i oro, over on an elastic plate of thickness He. We have performed a each cell of the landscape of surface area S i and height series of simulations in which He varies from 30 to 70 km. For large values of the eÂective elastic plate thickness (Figs 20a and 21a) , the entire plateau is drained along the southern escarpment which is gradually eroded away. The northern escarpment remains a drainage divide and where l oro and h oro are constants. l oro represents the length over which 1/e of the available precipitation would be therefore experiences no erosion during the 1 Myr time span of the experiment.
extracted over a landscape of constant topography h oro . T i is the amount of water available in vapour form over cell i, and is obtained from
where the summation is over the nodes along the most direct path to one of the side boundaries of the model in the upwind direction a. To estimate this sum on an irregular grid, we use a variation of the 'cascade algorithm' in which the receiver node of node i is defined as the one of its natural neighbours that lies in the direction a or, in other words, the natural neighbour (nn) node that maximizes the quantity
Using the cascade algorithm and the newly defined receiver nodes, we first find the subset of nodes that do not have provider nodes (or pseudomaxima). From each of these nodes, we use the receiver-provider arrays to determine the shortest path to one of the side boundary along direction a. From the geometry of the path the sum in Eq. (24) is estimated for each node along the path. Because all nodes of the grid must lie on a path starting from a local pseudomaximum, we are certain dendritic river patterns that respect the main laws of network composition and topographic surfaces that have that, via our method, the net precipitation over each cell of the model is calculated. Note that this algorithm similar scaling behaviour as natural landscapes. Furthermore, the properties of the synthetic landscapes requires only a number of algebraic operations that is proportional to the number of nodes in the grid; it is appear to be independent of spatial resolution. The advantages of a method based on an irregular therefore very economical and can be performed at each time step to update the spatial distribution of net precipispatial discretization are numerous: 1 it removes the directional bias introduced by rectangutation rate following changes in the landscape topography. Figure 23 shows the results of a simulation identical lar meshes which forces streams to develop along four preferred directions only; to the first simulation (Fig. 1b) but in which prevailing winds are coming from the south. The value of the 2 it does not break down in problems involving radial symmetry; orographic characteristic height is 1 km and the characteristic length is 10 km. The resulting landscape (Fig. 23a) 3 it makes it possible to solve problems involving complex geometries and/or boundary conditions; reflects the distribution of rainfall (Fig. 23b) and vice versa. Erosion is much faster on the windward (southern) 4 it allows for varying and/or self-adapting spatial discretization; side of the plateau and rainfall is maximum along the southern edge of the plateau. The lower level of rainfall 5 it allows for horizontal tectonic movement across discontinuities such as strike-slip faults. also appears to aÂect the drainage pattern along the northern edge of the plateau where proportionally smaller
We have also demonstrated that simple methods may be devised to introduce flexural isostasy or any other catchments tend to form.
spatial filtering of the solution in the model. An important feature of the new method is that it is eÃcient enough
CONCLUSI ONS
to allow filtering to be performed at every time step. We also show how the landscape evolution model may be We have presented a new method to solve landscape evolution problems on unstructured numerical grids coupled to an orographically controlled precipitation model by using a variation of our cascade algorithm. In without sacrificing eÃciency. We have demonstrated how a simple linear geomorphic model can be adapted to take fact most operations requiring nonlocal ordering of the nodes may be done eÃciently by using the local natural full advantage of irregular spatial discretization.
The resulting geomorphic numerical model produces neighbour connections. The sophistication of our method (a) (b) Fig. 23 . EÂect of spatially variable precipitation. Asymmetry is introduced in the models by assuming an orographically driven precipitation function. The problem set-up is identical to experiment 1 but for prevailing winds from the south causing preferential precipitation along the southern margin of the tectonically uplifting plateau. The increased precipitation rate is reflected in the increased erosion rate along the southern escarpment.
Landscape evolution on geological time scales continus à la théorie des formes quadratiques. J. reine Angew.
The two triangles in Fig. A1(c) are not locally Delaunay Math., 134, because node A lies inside the circle passing through BCD arithmetic operations using the 'swap test' procedure described by Sloan (1987) . The total computational cost Manuscript received 11 January 1996; revision accepted 29 July involved in checking or transforming a triangulation into
1996.
Delaunay depends on the total number of edges tested. In our algorithm we use a 'last in first out' (LIFO) stack,
AP PE N DIX
and a logical mask, to ensure that we need only check a minimum number of edges. The algorithm is as follows:
Updating the Delaunay triangulation with a
For each triangle, i, set mask(i)= false;
'flip' algorithm Set i=0: (This is the main loop over each triangle) At each time step of the method presented in this paper, START If i=total number of triangles +1 then we require an eÃcient procedure to check whether an algorithm is finished; existing triangulation is Delaunay, and if not to change Set i=i +1; the connections between nodes until it is Delaunay. This
If mask(i)= true, then go to START; is done with the 'flip' algorithm described below. The Initialize stack; algorithm is based on the 'flip' operation, which is well Put each edge of triangle i on the stack; known in the field of computational geometry (see for
Pop an edge from the stack; example Fortune, 1992).
If stack is empty then go to START; A flip is the action of changing the connections between If stack is not empty then: a pair of neighbouring triangles to form two new triangles.
Check whether the pair of triangles sharing this A flip needs only be performed if the neighbouring edge should be flipped; triangles are not 'locally Delaunay'. Consider the pair of If yes: triangles ABC and BCD in Fig. A1(a) . Since the four then swap connection between nodes, nodes do not form a convex quadrilateral it is not possible set mask of both triangles to 'true'; to flip their shared edge BC. In Fig. A1(b) it is possible to Put all four 'outside' edges of both triangles on flip the edge BC to form two new triangles, ABD and the stack unless they are already on the stack; ACD. However, the flip operation is only performed if go to START; node A lies inside the circle passing through BCD (or If no: equivalently node D lies inside the circle passing through go to START; ABC). Since A lies outside the circle passing through end; BCD (and similarly for node D) then the triangles are said to be locally Delaunay and no changes need be made. end; 
